
IDENTITY SHORT STORY

These short stories address identity in several ways. It could be mistaken identity, concealing a true identity, or people
figuring out who they are and trying to fit in.

The sound of zippers and buckles clicking together approached, and Bon-Bon placed a tin of unsalted peanuts
next to alcohol before continuing past Hanna and the man. The one thing that she discovered that tamed the
hurt was her pills. This was indeed, her little identity, afraid to go back to what it has known for so many
months â€” loneliness and abandonment. She did not know. When he speaks to Zebras in their own language,
they are stunned; the cat takes the opportunity to tie up the zebras and kill them. The head of the music
department, George Helmholtz, tries to help the boy. Dream-Hanna was having her cake and rejecting the
capitalist system that baked it, too: she could move to a quiet suburb, get a job, and dress only in skirt suits
while still maintaining a vestige of what she felt was her integrity. Discovering that her identity was gone was
the easy part. It is what we arrive with. Finding an identity was like solving a thousand piece puzzles without
hints. Somerset Maugham A servant meets Death in a Baghdad marketplace and flees from him. Read "Grace
Period" scroll down to exercise 2J; words  They were small blue pills with little smiles â€” how could she
resist them? Read "Ruthless" 1, words Outside, the woods lay in clear October sunlight: the autumn air was
full of the sharp, exciting smell of moist, leaf-covered earth. The man is comfortable with books and writing,
but there is distance between him and his wife. She saw Bon-Bon turn down the powdered soup aisle. Ulrich
leaves his men on a hill and walks deeper into the growth. Jim is moody and a trouble maker at school. We are
not the things we deem important. So I meant to find out, at a convenient moment, how the Reverend, all
solitary and alone, had discovered the secret. Read "A Letter to God" 1, words  She had liked the tattoos, the
piercings, but she had also started, if not to think they looked bad, then at least to try and imagine what she
would look like without them. He is captured and has a physical transformation inflicted upon him as a
prerequisite to meeting the queen. On top of her symbolically heavy-handed recurring dream, from which she
would awake breathless and unable to go back to sleep, see: following paragraphs, the airy former piano
factory was not so at nighttime. His desperation and fury impel him to action. Read "Oval Portrait" 1, words
The Chateau into which my valet had ventured to make forcible entrance, rather than permit me, in my
desperately wounded condition, to pass a night in the open air, was one of those piles of commingled gloom
and grandeur which have so long frowned among the Appennines, not less in fact than in the fancy of Mrs.
Read here Wounded Soldier George Garrett The bandages are removed from the head and face of a wounded
soldier. Read here Across the Bridge Graham Greene Joseph Calloway is hiding in Mexico after being charged
with investment fraud in his own country. Read "Nicholas Was


